
The safest way 
to transport glass 

and windows.
to transport glass 
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Prime Design Europe BVBA
Bietenweg 22 · 3300 Tienen · Belgium
Tel. +32 16 22 60 99 · Fax +32 16 22 60 90
info@primedesigneurope.eu
www.primedesigneurope.eu

Award-winning products

Prime Design Europe is one of the market leaders in the design of
patented roof racks. Prime Design Europe designs and manufactures
innovative and patented products (AluRack®, ErgoRack™ and GlassRack).

Prime Design Europe is now also the new exclusive distributor of the
products of Fire Research Corporation, the American market leader in
scene lighting and foam management for fire engines. A new 
department is being created to accommodate these products 
alongside the existing roof rack systems.

Prime Design Europe distributes its products via partners such as bodywork 
manufacturers, auto garages and commercial vehicle outfitters, and is one 
of the leading roof rack specialists in Europe. Prime Design Europe maintains 
branch offices in Poland, the United Kingdom, Italy, Russia, Germany and 
France to support local customers and dealers in these countries. Design, 
manufacturing and assembly take place in our European headquarters in 
Belgium, where our large storage capacity ensures speedy delivery.

Prime Design Europe is a partner in the Austrian initiative for 
safe transport: www.sicher-transportieren.eu 

Prime Design Europe was selected as the official partner of the 
“Van Excellence Code”, which is designed to improve standards 
compliance among users of vans.

With our ISO 9001:2008 quality management system, we 
guarantee you that the highest standards are applied to the sale 
and distribution of our products. We have defined the appropriate 

benchmarks for each step in the production and order process. This allows us 
to evaluate the quality of the work we deliver on an ongoing basis.

PROTECTED BY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING PATENT NO.’s 
6,092,972, 6,099,231, 6,202,807, 6,427,889, 6,764,268, 6,971,563 AND 
OTHER PATENTS PENDING

Belgium/Luxembourg
be@primedesigneurope.eu

France
fr@primedesigneurope.eu

Germany/Austria/Switzerland
germany@primedesigneurope.eu

Italy
italy@primedesigneurope.eu

Netherlands
nl@primedesigneurope.eu
 
Poland
poland@primedesigneurope.eu

Russia
russia@primedesigneurope.eu 

United Kingdom
uk@primedesigneurope.eu
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More information about our award-winning products is available

throughout the EMEA region from the specialists at Prime Design Europe!
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Glass and windows should be transported in the safest and most 

reliable way. With its unique glass retaining system, the certified 

GlassRack from Prime Design Europe is a rack for daily use. It is 

light, strong and guarantees safe transport. It can be mounted 

outside and inside of vehicles or onto beds of trucks. Any LCV 

model can be equipped with this versatile GlassRack. 

Glass and windows should be transported in the safest and most 

reliable way. With its unique glass retaining system, the certified 

 from Prime Design Europe is a rack for daily use. It is 

light, strong and guarantees safe transport. It can be mounted 

outside and inside of vehicles or onto beds of trucks. Any LCV 

versatile - strong - safe transport!
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MODULAR SYSTEM
GlassRack consists of several components which are easy to assemble. 

This modular system offers you many advantages:

1. GlassRack components are easily packed and shipped. Parts can be added and 

exchanged any time. 

2. One person can preassemble the GlassRack and install it on the vehicle.

3. GlassRack can be moved to your next van - and to the next again. The modular 

system can easily be adapted to a new van and made larger or smaller.

Due to its ease of installation/uninstallation, its high carrying capacity and its modular 

nature, GlassRack has a long life span. 

How do you operate the glass retainer bar?
1. Pull the retainer bar outwards

2. All arms will fall slightly forward

3. The sleeves will slide down locking the arms, which keep now the pretensioned position.

The sleeve 

keeps the 

droparm in an 

upright 

position into 

the retainer 

bar.

Lift the sleeve 

and the 

droparm tilts 

towards the 

glass

Release the 

sleeve and it 

slides down, 

locking the 

droparm on to 

the glass.

patented - fl exible - ergonomic!

PATENTED RETAINER BARS
The specially designed glass retainer system distinguishes GlassRack from competitors: 

glass of different thickness can be secured at once. The droparms are optimised to bring 

the right pressure onto each individual piece of glass. You don’t have to adjust the depth 

at the base of the GlassRack, because there is only one size! The droparm keeps your 

load safely in position.
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EXTRA STURDY FRAME
The rubber-covered horizontal and vertical supports build the sturdy, stable and safe frame 

of the GlassRack. Also the rubber supports and wedges located at bottom and the far 

end of GlassRack guard the edges. It is possible to position retainer bars closer to each 

other, which enables the safe transport of smaller pieces of glass.

THE STRONG LIGHTWEIGHT
The aluminium GlassRack is lightweight and durable, yet strong and safe. The loading 

capacity of max 300kg can be efficiently used. The economic transport avoids glass 

damages and saves you time and money.

On the following pages, explore the wide range of models and 
fi nd out which meets your vehicle and your requirements.
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for the exterior of vans
The GlassRack, which is installed outside of the vehicle, is 

always combined with our aluminium crossbars on the roof. 

This type of GlassRack is available in a Standard and an 

Advanced version.

Save costs on an easy and quick installation. Only one 

person is needed to assemble and install the GlassRack 

on your vehicle without drilling, which greatly enhances 

your vehicle’s residual value in case of leasing.

GlassRack Outside 

STANDARD
This costefficient Standard GlassRack is equipped with the 

rubber-covered frame (with horizontal and vertical supports) and 

two retainer bars. Additional retainer bars and a wide range of 

accessories can be ordered.

, which is installed outside of the vehicle, is 

always combined with our aluminium crossbars on the roof. 

 is available in a Standard and an 

Save costs on an easy and quick installation. Only one 

GlassRack Outside 

STANDARD
This costefficient Standard GlassRack is equipped with the 

Installation 
without 
drilling!
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ADVANCED
This extended version has an aluminium mudguard and foldable 

board, to protect the loading against dust and dirt. Extra vertical 

bars are included for transporting different sizes of glass and 

panels. Additional accessories make your GlassRack still more 

flexible (see page 11). 

ADVANCED
This extended version has an aluminium mudguard and foldable 
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The Inside-Solution
GlassRack Inside is the solution of choice when windows and glass must be protected from rain 

and dust during transport. All models have the same frame with horizontal and vertical supports 

like the Outside version.  Depending on your specific needs, there are three different Inside versions 

for your choice:

GlassRack Inside 

ECO 
With the  ECO version windows and 

facade plates are well secured for 

transport. According to the depth of 

your load you set the bar into the 

proper position in one of the grooves of 

the supplied wooden floorboard and 

secure with straps.  
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STANDARD 
Our Standard Inside version provides all advantages of the 

Outside version. However you protect inside against dirt and 

theaft. The installation is effected on the floor and at existing 

mounting-points of the body. The size of your GlassRack 

depends on wheelbase and roof-height.

PULL-OUT
ergonomic
The Ergonomic Inside version offers an essential ergonomic 

advantage for (un)loading. Two-thirds of GlassRack can be pulled 

out of the vehicle and gives easy access to your load. This convenient 

unloading system relieves your back and shoulders of unnecessary 

stress - especially in case of repeatedly loading and unloading.
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for open loadbeds and trailers
For your flatbed truck we offer you the right GlassRack solution. Several 

options are  available: alongside and/or on top of the flatbed and on one 

or both sides of the vehicle. Our modular system provides you  the right 

solution meeting your vehicle’s and your requirements.

GlassRack Platform A  

 solution. Several 

options are  available: alongside and/or on top of the flatbed and on one 

or both sides of the vehicle. Our modular system provides you  the right 
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GlassRack accessories

Adjustable safety stop

Stop plate

The safety stop provides extra protection during 

abrupt braking. Two separate safety stops let you 

create different levels in your GlassRack so that 

you can work at different heights and smaller 

pieces of glass can be placed above each other.

The stop plates are totally strong and easily 

removable. Should the load shift, for example in 

an accident, they act as an extra safety measure 

to prevent the glass from sliding forwards off the 

rack. They also alert other road users of the extra 

width of your vehicle and hazardous load.

Storage for retainer bars.

Ladder

The roller is easy to install in the rear of the 

luggage carrier and makes it easy to load and 

unload long objects.

Rungs can be added to the GlassRack so as to 

equip it with a ladder. The ladder is installed 

without drilling into the body.

Roller

Aluminium Conduit Tube 

This hook enables you to store all the bars of the 

rack in one place when they are not in use.

Conduit tube (2 - 5 m long by 125mm squared), 

lockable on both sides. Mounting with a bracket 

onto crossbars, so that the interior space can be 

completely used for loading.

GlassRack also offers the flexibility of installing extra accessories, and it is also possible to order additional retainer bars or other individual replacement 

parts for your glass rack. We give a 3 years warranty and according to the individual serial number we can easily provide the right spare parts if needed.
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Your Prime Design Europe dealer
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•  

Explore all our product groups online or request more 

information from your Prime Design Europe specialist.

www.primedesigneurope.eu

Van Inside protection
Our growing range of solutions guarantees an optimum protection inside your vehicle’s loading area. We 

now offer floors and sidewall panels - made in our own professional production. And for more safety against 

theaft we supply steel window grilles.

Roof rack systems

ErgoRack is the safest, quickest and most ergonomic way to transport ladders on your van. The 

patented design is operated from the ground with an ergonomic handle. Independent of the 

height of the vehicle, this ladder lift brings the ladder easily up and down from the roof. 

AluBars and AluRack are our basic racks made from lightweight yet sturdy aluminium. 

AluRack Pickup is the perfect solution if you want to maximise space in the back of your 

pickup. AluRack Construction is the heavy duty AluRack solution with more strength 

but without excessive weight. 

Discover our full range of products

Explore all our product groups online or request more 


